TECNO PROGRAM
SOFTWARE FOR MANUFACTURING

The ultimate software choice for your CNC machine.
In addition to the production of proprietary software under the **PEGASUS** brand and besides the reselling of collateral products - such as the **SPECTRUM 3D scanner** by RangeVision - , Tecno Program provides many services:

- analysis and solutions of customers’ specific technological problems and needs
- algorithms and data structures developing to solve CAD/CAM and 3D modeling problems
- graphic interfaces and user interaction design and developing (desktop, touch, on machine board, etc.)
- customizations design and developing (post-processor, macro, automation, etc.)
- customer support (training, service, tutorials and documentation)
- CNC counseling and courses

Since the beginning, customer satisfaction has been TECNO PROGRAM’s main goal: the company provides a high-quality and attentive support by a detailed analysis of customers’ production needs. The company considers technical support as a fundamental aspect of the process: the customer must always find a solution to his/her problem. Thanks to a professional and experienced group of technicians the company can furnish personalized applications and solutions.
PEGASUS CAD-CAM is the CAD/CAM software developed by Tecno Program for the stone, wood and mechanics manufacturing industry. From the simple bidimensional machines to the bridge-saw machines, from 3 axis pantographs up to the more complex 5 axis machines and anthropomorphic robots, PEGASUS CAD-CAM is the best solution for any need.

The software is very user friendly and it does not require any advanced computer skill; also, it is provided with an online help which supports the user during the training and the use of the software. PEGASUS CAD-CAM is organized in modules with specific operating sections - CAD 2D and 3D, CAM, Simulation and Post-Processing (creation of the CNC machine program) – so that the user is guided through each step of the process.
RANGEVISION 3D SCANNER SPECTRUM

SPECTRUM is a new high-resolution 3D scanner based on the safe-to-use structured light technology. It is designed for scanning small, medium and larger objects.

The 3D scanner has three fields of view and is equipped with 3.1 Mpix industrial color cameras. RangeVision Spectrum captures complex geometry, flat and long objects, as well as small details with constantly high 3D resolution while keeping the accuracy up to 0.04 mm.

Tecno Program is one of the official resellers for RangeVision in Italy. You can find more details at the following address: https://scanner3d.tecnoprogramsrl.it

AS RESELLERS WE PROPOSE

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US

“I’ve been using Pegasus CAD-CAM for years, it’s a powerful and dynamic software with countless tools and working strategies through which I can realize any object. It is equipped with an intuitive interface, clean graphics, and a very efficient simulator that gives me full control of all processes. Last but not least, I must point out the flawless work of the technical support, very prepared, friendly and helpful.”

FABRIZIO GARFAGNINI, IACOPI MARMI SRL

“I’ve been using Pegasus CAD-CAM for years, it’s a powerful and dynamic software with countless tools and working strategies through which I can realize any object. It is equipped with an intuitive interface, clean graphics, and a very efficient simulator that gives me full control of all processes. Last but not least, I must point out the flawless work of the technical support, very prepared, friendly and helpful.”

VITTORIO DELLA TOMMASINA, DR MARMI

“I chose Pegasus CAD-CAM because is one of the most versatile softwares for the 3D design and programming. Also, the customer support provided by Tecno Program is very kind and accurate.”

GIUSEPPE BUSI, MARMI BUSI
Tecno Program sells its products in Italy and abroad. These are just some of the companies that chose Tecno Program's services and software to pair their machines, robots and numeric controls for the stone, wood and metal machinings, promoting them to their final customers.